Attending: Vince Cee, Lara Horstmann, Mike Daku, Holly Sherouse, Jayne Harvie, Christina Chu, Donie Bret-Harte, Elisabeth Nadin

I. Minutes from our meeting of 3/10/14 were passed

II. GAAC passed the following course proposals and changes:
   21-GNC: New Course: MBA F624 - Controllership
   27-GCDr.: Course Drop: NRM F634 - Resource Management in Developing Countries

III. Several new assignments were made

IV. We discussed revisions to our by-laws. GAAC passed a motion to change its by-laws in the fall that would have made up to two graduate student representatives voting members and removed our responsibility to consult on tax-related issues, for which we feel that we are not qualified. This motion was referred back to our committee with advice to consider how graduate student representatives would be chosen, and what to do in cases of conflict of interest. We had not had a chance to discuss these points fully because of the need to work on course proposals and changes. We proposed new language to address these points. We plan to discuss this again at our next meeting, because several members were not present at this meeting.